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THEORISING THE GOVER ANCE OF NOT-FOR-PROFITS

CHRISTOPHER A RILEr

INTRODUCTION

Current interest in the governance of not-for-profits flows from two converging
sources. One is the growing social and economic importance of such organisations. and
indeed of the broader "third sector" of which they form a large part. It has been
estimated. for example. that in England and Wales there are 190,000 charities alone,
with a combined annual income of £38 billion. I This growing importance is in tum
renected in a number of recent governmental initiatives. including the creation of an
"omcc of the Third Seclor" within the Cabinet Office2 and the appointment of a
Minister and a Director General for the scctor.)

The second source of interest flows from the continuing attention devoted 10

governance in general. and to the governance of organisations in particular. The epic
proportions (and gestation) of the Companies Act 2006 bear witness to that:' alongside
a range of other private sectorS and governmental initiatives,l'l And whilst for
profit corporations still enjoy the greater part of this attention. reforms have
increasingly addressed not-for-profits too. again with action from both government.7

and non-governmental bodies.K

That governance should have come to enjoy such prominence ought hardly to
surprise us. for it addresses fundament:..11 questions about the objectives and regulation
of org:'lnisations that. in modern economics. have come to dominate our lives. Devising
an appropriate governance regime for not-far-profits must proceed. however, from an
understanding of the role played by such organisations within our society. This article
tries to advance our thinking on that issue. The third and fourth sections examine. and
evaluate, the IwO leading theories that have been offered 10 explain the role of
not-for-profits. namely that they arc a response to governmental failures, or that they
arc a response to market failure. It will be argued that although these theories arc often
seen :'IS being in competition with each other. they ought rather (0 be seen as
complementary. each adding something significant to the other. Taken together, they
offer a valuable account of not-for-profits. That account remains. however, incomplete.

• La"., [kp;trtnICIII. Durham UnlHT)Il) M) Ihanlt.s 10 Alison Dunn. and 10 p;4rtIClp;4nl.S i111 Iht Sootly of Ltgal SCholars
(Company La".,' sub)CC1 Stellon) for commtnts on earhtr \'trSlons of tht aoo\t Tht usual diK"!lumc.'r appltes_

I Set Chanl) CommlUlOn. ANll101 RI'{'Qrt. lOOj 06 (london. 11IC SlllllOntl)' Offict. 20(6). For dala on tht "\'olunlary
seclor" (YlhlCh lbtll ucllKlo mdl."f'C."ndl."nl schools and housmg as)()CliIIllons)!oCt NCVO. Tn,. VK l'ollUltar) s,rlt>r Almurwr
2006 (London: NCVO. ~()()(,.,
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Comcidmg wllh their appomlrnents, the: Go\'e:rnme:nt 11.1100 launchtd il$ "Compre-hensl\'e Spcnthng Rtview 2007: The: fulurt
role of the llurd Stetor in S<X:lal and economic rcgentration", Sec htlp./Iwww.hnHreasurygov.uk/doeumtntsl
public_spc'ndms...and_scrvlc"-,Ihl rd_5a:IOr/pss_thlrdSC'Ctor_polil'yre-vi<"w C"frn,

• The Ael Yltlj;hs III at 1300 ~uons. plus 16 Schedules. and is the: culmmatlOn of a re:vu::w proceu bunched m 1998.
, Stt. for c:nmple, the FmanClal and Reponing CuunclI, 171,. CombllltJ CfN" 011 Corporart G<J,rrnunct. (June: 20061.

a\ailablt III htlpilwww.frc org ukldoeumtntslpa~manage:rlfrdComblne<r1020cod~/__''02006'"1..200CT08ER pdf
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In panicular. the cxplanations they give emphasise the instrumental role of not-for
profits - their ability to deliver the goods or services that the state, or for-profits.
struggle to supply. .

Certainly. this instrumental aspect of not-for-profits is important. Also significant,
howevcr, is the fact that not-for-profits do, and should, function as what will be collled
"participatory communities". The fifth part explorcs this ch3racter of not-for-profits,
olrguing that they constitute a shared enterprise in which their various stakeholders can
develop a relationship lhat is richer and fuller lhan lhal of a mere arms-length
"consumer" of goods or services. Such participoltion is sometimes om end in itself.
rewarding participants with a sense of belonging, of being a member of a team
pursuing a collectivc endeavour. And sometimes it provides a means whereby
participants can exercise their need to express and explore their deeply held values and
commitments, The sixth part expands on how the governance of not-for-profits might
respond to this participatory and expressive role, noting somc concrete examples of
govcrnance measures necessitated by it. It docs not, howcvcr, aim to set out a
comprehcnsive blueprint for such a regime. That is, to be sure. an important task, but
not for here. \Ve begin, however. by addressing some definitional and conceptual issues
raised by our enquiry.

SOME PRELIMI ARIES

The first conccrns the meaning of "not-for-profits" themselves. This seellls an obvious
place to begin and yet identifying the essence of such organis~ltions demands in part
the very enquiry that the remainder of this article undertakes. Still. for now we can at
least say enough to provide a footing for the discussion that will follow. Not·for
profits, notwithstanding that label. should not be understood as being precluded from
makillf,: profits,9 Rather what is. and should be, prohibited is the distribution of profits,
They are, or ought to be, subject to wl1<lt Hansmann calls a "non·distribution
constraint",IO or what the UK government referred to as a "lock on assets".ll It will
be argued later that this negative restriction on nOI-for-profits tells only part of the
story, and that as important is the posirir(' obligation as to how their assets are to be
used. But that discussion can w"it.

We might also note that not-for-profits form" part of the broader "third sectoc".
a grouping of organisational types that sit between the state and the for-profit sector,
and which <.ICC usually taken as including, in addition to not-for·profits. social
enterprises. mutual organisations and co·opcratives, ot-for-profits might themselves
also be further subdivided into different types. So. for example, some - but by no
means all - not·for-profits will also be charities (within the definition of the Charities
Act 2006. section I). l:! Further, they may also take a variety of legal forms: as trusts.
unincorporated associations, or corporate bodies. This article concentrates upon the
last of these. and uses the terms organisation and company interchangeably.

That says something of not-for-profits, but what about governance? That term is
generally understood to be concerned with both the exercise, and the regulation. of
power. In the corporate context. it has been defined by Parkinson as "the system

• II .....uuld be loluite: Impractical for any orpmsauon 10 hll a prc:cue: "bre;lk t\tn" poinl in rdallon 10 tae:h and t\'try
lransaclion undt"aken. or t\'en o\·tr SOI11C' ac:eounllng p:nod,

II' Scc: 1111 IlanSltUlnn. "The: Rok or Nonprofil Entcrpruc" (1980) 89 ral" U 835. 838.

II S« "K CabllKt Oftia-. I'm·aI" At'I",". Pub/it' Ik~fil. op (It,

I! Tht ddimhun applic:s to thafllies in England and Wa~. For ScotLtnd. 5CC the Chanlies and Trusltc" In\'eStment
(Scotland) Act 2OOS. s 7.
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through which those involved in the company's management are held accountable for
their performance. with the aim of ensuring that they adhere to the company's proper
objectives.'>!] Governance, on this account, is distinct from. and in a sense higher than.
the wayan organisation is aClUally managed. Note also that the governance regime we
are addressing here is one that will arise in virtue of having adopted the legal form of
a not-for-profit (company). We arc not concerned, then, with all the regulation that will
apply in virtue of the particular area of activity (educational provision. housing.
political campaigning, or whatever) that the not-for-profit happens to undertake.

Much of the theorising - bOlh positive and normative - about not.for.profits has
been drawn from economics. or from economically minded lawyers. 14 Economists were,
however, relatively slow in devoting attention to the not-for-profit sector. This could
be seen as a consequence of the method of nco-classical economics, which tended to
ignore organisations in general. The emphasis was on how mark('!s operated, rather
than on the internal workings of organisations. These were often regarded merely as
"black boxes" that did not need to be "opened up" and explained. IS The increasing
attention that has been given to nOl·for·profits, then. can be secn as part of a growing
interest in the internal workings of firms. and of economIc institutions. more
generally. If>

Nevertheless, the tendency has remained to view the market as the dominant. and
"prior", mechanism for producing and allocating goods or services. and to see
not-for-profit organisations ('1I1d. similarly. the state) as exceptional correctives to some
failing in the market. Thus. economic orthodoxy takes as its starting point a collection
of atomistic individuals who act rationally in pursuit of their own self·interest. The ties
that bind these individuals together are economic exchanges. Individuals trade with
each other because each thinks she will be left better off by so doing. 17 Such exchanges
arc co·ordinated by the "price mechanism": the prices for resources (including for
labour) that markets generate. Sophisticated models arc then constructed to explore the
end state or "equilibrium" to which this transacting will give rise under a set of
conditions usually referred to as "perfect competition". Finally. the problem of market
failures - that is, situations in which the conditions of perfect competition are not
realised - is introduced. Such failures undermine the process of free-exchange,
preventing it from reaching the optimal end state predicted by the model of perfect
competition. Institutions. such as the state. or not.for.proflts,18 are then explained as
a rational response to these market failures. The first theory we shall examine clearly
falls into this category. Interestingly. however. it sees not-for-profits as a solution not
merely to market failures. but to government failures too.

.,
11 JE Parkinson, ··Company Law and StaktholdcT Governancc·' in G Kdly l'/ ul {cds} Slukt>hohkr Capilfl/ism (Macmillan.

1997).

I. For a useful ovenliew of the contnbution of l:l;onomic analySIS to thc not-for-profl1 sector, see ··"refacc'· in II K Anheier
and A Ben· Ncr (cds) 711(' Sn"l)" of Nonprufil £nlrrpriSt: Th.'Qrirs und IIppruuchu (KluloVCt AcademIC. 2003). Sokolowski
has noted that the significance given to not·for·profits by n:onomists arises because this fonn of entt'rprisc seems
to ch:r1Jt'nge tht' basil; assumptions of t'Conomic analysis. namely rational cholct' and utility maximis,1tion. S«
SW Sokolowski. "The Death Knell of Utilitarianism: A Revit'w and Theoretical Implications of To PMfil or NOI /0

Profit"' (2000) I I Vohl/l/a.t 375.

U This point has been made many times by those writing about tht' t'COnOmil;S of business (for-profit) firms; see for example
OE Williamson, The Economic lruliluliofU of Capitalism (The Free Press. 1985); M Knuhinsky, ··Stakeholder Theoril-'S
of the Nonptofit SectOt" in UK Anheier and A Ben·Ner (cds) Thl' Study of Nonprofit £nll'rpfist: Thf'orit5 und
Appr(l(lf:hfs. up cit. at p 126.

I~ See A Ikn-Ner and U Gui, "Introduction" in A Ben-Ncr and B Gui (eds) Till' Nonprofit SfC/or in Ihl' Mi.\"I'd Eronomy
(Uni\'ersity of Michigan Press, 1993).

11 Such cxchange1l1n: usually referred to as ··Pareto superior" moves: moves which I~a\'e at least one person better off, and
lea\'e no one else worsc off.

I' Indeed. firms in general have been explained as it response to the tran~ction costs incurred in tran53eling across markel.S;
see RH Coase. "The Nature of the Finn·' (]937) 4 l::cmlOmica 386.
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PUBLIC GOODS AND GOVERNMENTAL FAILURE
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This first theory has been particularly associated with Weisbrod, and takes as its
starting point the difficulties faced by for-profit firms in supplying "public goods"."
Such goods are said to display two qualities. First, they are ·'non·rival", so that one
person's consumption of the good does not preclude another person's consumption.
The significance of this is that the cost of production does not increase with the
quantity produced, so it costs no more to produce the good for many consumers as for
a few. Clean air, or national defence, are commonly.cited examples. This promises a
significant economic benefit, since the production of non-rival goods ought to be highly
cost effective; a television programme, once made, can be consumed by millions as
cheaply as by a few. The second quality of a public good is, it might be said, more of
a curse. Such goods are "non-excludable": it is difficult to exclude non·payers from
consuming the good or service. There is no easy way, for example, of preventing
non-payers from enjoying the benefits of national defence. or of clean air. Similarly, as
Slavinski notcs, "[olne of the best examples of a pure public good is material aid to
the indigent, from the point of view of the nOflrecipients of that aid.,,:m To be sure, the
cost of aid may increase as the number of recipients increases, and potential recipients
might easily be excluded too. However, non-recipients stand in a quite different
position. My happiness that famine victims are being helped does not reduce your
happiness about it. And even if you contribute nothing towards the cost of famine
relief, still it is impractical to exclude you from whatever happiness you may
experience.::!1

The non-excludable quality of public goods results in for-profit firms typically
providing a lesser quantity of such goods than consumers collectively desire. given the
modest "unit cost" of producing such goods. 22 The state has often been seen as the
appropriate corrective to this problem, for it can provide public goods and then compel
consumers 10 pay for that provision, through its legal power to levy taxation.
Weisbrod's insight. however, was to note that, in addition to the market's failure to
deliver public goods, there may also be a form of "government failure" resulting in the
state under·providing such goods (at least for some sections of the population).
Suppose that taxpayers are heterogeneous in their demands for public goods. Some
would prefer. say. morc public service broadcasting. or more overseas aid, than would
others. Government, argued \Veisbrod. will tend to choose a level of supply that
satisfies the "median voter",23 leaving high demand taxpayers undersupplied. 24 This
problem can be addressed to some extent through the way in which political (and

•• For an early account of this. Sl:l:' rs BA Weisbrod. ··Toward II Theory or ttlt' Voluntary Non-Profit St'ctor in a
Thr«-S«tor Economy" in ES Phdp$ (nI) Aflntism. },fo,oJity und £roruJmk TItrory (Rumll Sage:. 1975).

:lO A Sla\·in5ki. "The public Goods Theory Revuited: Comments OD Kingma's Rtvisitatlon or WeiSbrod'· in HK Anhtier
and A Btn-NC'!" (eds) TN Stud)· 01 Nortprofil EnI"priH: ~l('S und ApprINKIlf's.lJp cit. lit p 69. t:mphasis in original.

!I ThIs anal~is assumes that the happiness ....·hkh ...Oft-recipients eAptntnCC arises just In vinllC' or others being helped.
Wht~. ho....'C'\·er. a non·recipiml's happiness dcptnds on htr kno....'ng that II ....·as ~r donation that hdpcd thC' recipient.
then Ihe good is clearly ucludabk:.

II The uttnt of the failu~ of pnnte. profit-seeking. firms 10 supply publIC goods is Itself a matter of dispute. Coa.se. for
uampk. famously sho.....nI how hchthoUK:S. oftm ~prdcd as a clear eXllIJIpIc of a publIC rood. weK pOVJtely owned
In Bntaln (....ith ships being compdkd to pay rgr them on mtennl porU). Set RII CoaJC. "The Li&hthou~ in EconomICS··
(1974) 17 JollA...' and Eronomics )57-76.

lJ As WeiSbrod makc:s clear. lhe' pomt IS Ihat different ciltZCfl5 ....·Inl different quantiuc:s of In)' gi\"'C'1l publk lood giv= the:
"price·' Ihal will be payable: for thOS(' dilfCl"'C'Ilt ~1s or provision.~ hm: means the amount of odditiotlol tox thlt
the: cillZt'll .....ould hne 10 pay for ani~ in the quantity or thlt good. Sec the lata \'cnion of his ..'To....·ard I Theet')·
of the Voluntary Nonprofit Sc:clor In a Three-Sector Econom)'" In 8A WeiSbrod (ed) ~ l'olwllfuy "'onprojit ~~,O':

An fronom,c Anu/ysu (w1n&ton Books, 1977).
1.0 It will also kave "Iow-demand·· lnpa~rs o.-rr·suppI~. but ....·hilst thaI may be a pobtlCal probkm il is not pan or the

t'JIpianalton ror nOI.ror·profiI5.
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therefore taxpaying) communities arc constructed.25 But not-for~profits. it is argued.
can be understood as an alternative response. They deliver the public goods that
high-demand taxpayers want but which the state, playing only to the median taxpayer,
is unwilling to provide.

Weisbrod's median voter explanation for not-for-profits has been widely influential. 26

Aspects of the theory have been subject to empirical testing (especially in the context
of the USA) and the data have been seen as reasonably supportive of Weisbrod's
analysis. 27 So, for example, the theory predicts that, all other things being equal, there
will be a greater abundance of not-for-profits where communities are morc hetero
geneous (and thus have more diverse demands for public goods).28 Kingma suggests
that the experience of the USA, with its politically, religiously29 and ethnically diverse
population, and its flourishing not-for-profit sector, provides at least impressionistic
support for this hypothesis. 30 And he notes a number of empirical studies showing that
heterogeneity in race, and in income, education and age, are likewise positively
correlated with larger not-for-profit sectors.3l

There are, however, two inter-related reasons for doubting the explanatory power of
the "median voter" theory, particularly in its application to the UK, First, and perhaps
most obviously. public spending, say as a proportion of GDP, is rather higher in the
UK than in the USA, Whatever the reason for this. it suggests there may be a rather
smaller gap in the UK between the current level of state provision and the aggregate
demands of its citizens,32 Second. a large - and growing - proportion of not-for-profit
activity in the UK is funded by the state itsclr.33 This role of not-for-profits (and indeed
of the broader third sector) as deliverer of state-funded services has been, for example,
central to the current government's relationship with the sector, as reflected in a range
of recent governmental publications,34 Yet the median voter theory has little to say
about this development. for the following reason. Where not-for-profits act as the
deliverer of state funded services, the state has already decided to tax citizens up to the
level necessary to pay for such services. The decision to use not-far-profits for their
delivery must, then, be explained by something other than the state's supposed
reluctance to tax and to spend morc than the median voter will approve. As Slivinski
put it, for Weisbrod

the not uncommon event in which the government contracts with a profit-making or
nonprofit organization to provide a service and then pays the organizalion for that service

H Sec ..g WE Oates. Fiscal Ft'dt'rali.fltt (Harrourt. IJrace and Jovanovich, 1972).

l. For an acknowledg~ment of the influence of Weisbrod's analysis, s« fiR Kingma. "Public good theories of the non-profit
sector: Weisbrod re\'islted" in 11K Anheier and A lkn·Ner {NS) Th.. Study of NQnprofit EntrrpriSf, ThumfS and
Approuchrs. op cif.

n Sc."C' thc brief discussion in II. lkn·Ner and B Gui. "Introduction" in II. Ben-Ner and B Gui (eds) Tht' Nonprofit St't'for
1Il the Ati.~1'(1 Economy, op cit, at p 9,

~! See lIbo SA Weisbrod. "The Future of the Nonprofit $et:tor" (1997) 16 J of Policy Arwlysu llIld MafUlgt'mf'nt 541, lit
pp 542-543, noting "the growing importance of nonprofits e\·ery....'her~. as population migration and thc flow of
information through television and oomputeT1 ha\'e the effect of magnif)'ing di\'eT1ity in coUntry after country."

20 On the claimed correlation between the size of the not-for-profit sector and a "religious heterogenelly index", sec: 11K
Anheicr, Nonprofit Orgam:U/'-orl$: Thl'ory, Munagl'lttl'rrt. Policy (Routledge, 2005), at pp 122-3.

lO BR Kingma, "Public good theories of the non-profit ~tor: Weisbrod revisited" in 11K II.nheier and A nen-Ner (eds)
nIt' Study of Nonprofit £ntuprist: Throries 011(1 Apprt)(lches.op cit.

II IhM. at pp 58~9.

l: [t may, nl\her plausibly, also suggest that factors other than heterogeneity explain the level of public upenditurt, .....hich
would again require some qualification of tht' median voter lheory.

)) Sec ..g The Charity Commission, Stu"'! and d..lil·tr: Tht futur .. for chari/it's providing pl.blic serl'ius (The Charity
Commission. February 2007) eh l.

W J-1M Treasury, Exploring tM roll· of thc fhird .Tutor in public !il'fI'it"1' drlivt'ry llIld rrform (HM Treasury. 200S); Office of
the Third Sector, Partnership in Puhfic SCrI',-c"s: An actiun plan for third 51'ctor involl"emrnt (Cabinet Office, 20(6); I-1M
Treasury. GJmprt'ht'nsil"t' Sp;.'nding Rrv;t'... ]()()7. op cit.
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it is worth noting
belween government

with tax dollars is counted as an instance of govcrnmcnt provision,
that it leaves aside a whole range of questions about the choice
production and contracting for production by the private sector..3~

However, whilst it is legitimate to criticise the limited significance of the median
voter explanation for not-for-profits (especially for the UK), it must also be
acknowledged that that explanation has now been supplemented by additional reasons
for "governmental failure" - reasons that more convincingly explain governments'
refusal to provide, or to deliver. all those services their citizens may demand. First,
libenil states must often pursue a policy of neutrality between different individuals'
competing conceptions of the good life, requiring a policy of non-intervention in
many areas of social life. The state might, for example. have a policy of secularism
that precludes it from supporting faith groups. Similarly. much organised political
activity - from "party politics" through to single-issue campaigning - must be
conducted outside of the state apparatus. To be sure. some states might be prepared
to provide some funding to political parties or campaign groups, but still the state
stands at arms length 10 such parties or groups.J6 Indeed, in many cases the very point
of the organisation in question is to challenge, and attempt to change, the state's own
policies,)? The Citizens' Advice Bureaux provide but one example of such organis
ations that arc (very largely) funded by, but whose very work requires independence
from. the state. 38

Second. Weisbrod has noted how governments may lack information about what
citizens actually want. 39 and how the self-interest of government officials may distort
the state's provision. Frumkin argues that voluntary organisations may be able to
identify and respond to social needs more quickly than can governmcnt. 40 And
Douglas has suggested a number of "categorical constraints" which attend state
provision.41 Such provision must be fair and equitable. and state officials must be
accountable. One manifestation of these "categorical constraints" is the relative
uniformity of state provision. compared to the diversity seen in the not-for-profit
sector.42 In part, this echoes Weisbrod's argument that the state must adopt a single
level of service that is reflective of the median voter, whereas the not-for-profit sector
can produce a whole range of differentiated goods, or levels of service. responding to
the varying demands of different groups of citizens. Douglas' point goes further,
however, for he notes that sometimes it may be a choice not between more or less of
some good, but between two very different social policies - to support pro-life. or

'j A Slavinski, "The Public Goods Theory Revisited: Comments on Kingma's Revisitation or Weisbrod" ;n HK Anheier
and A Ben·Ner (eds) Tlu! Study of Nonprofir Enrrrpr;sr: Theories and Approo('hrs,op cit. at p 68.

.lo Re1atedly. as Krashinsky has noted. "nonprofit providers provide Ii layer of insulation bet .....een the government and
potentially a.....k.....ard decisions": M KrashlOsky. "Stakeholdu Theories of the Nonprofit Sector" in 11K Anhe;er and
A Ikn-Ner (eds) Tht' Study of Nonprofit £nrfrprisr: Thrvrit's ami Approochn op cit. at p 13J.

n This is not to suggest that all groups arc equally meritorious simply bcc:.lusc they represent an alternati"e. or a challenge.
to the state. Whilst de Tocqueville fllmously enthused about the contribution of voluntary associations to Ameri\.'<In
democracy (A de Tocqueville. DemlJCTa('Y in Amuica. tnllJs!ated and edIted by lie Mansfield and D Winthrop. Univcnity
of Chic-dgo Press. 2iXlO). Hobbes warned of the danSers that voluntary associations might present ror the state; T Hobbes,
Tht> UI·iathWl. cd cn Macpherson (Ptnguin, (977).

~ According to the 2005-6 Annual Report for the CiliU'ns Advict' service, the body comprising and supporting the
individual CAB. 81·1 Pl'f unt of the scrvict's income was deri,'ed rrom go\'emment grants. Sec http)1
Vt'WW .citizensadvicc.org.ukJindcx/publica tionsJannualreportarchive/ann ual.report-2006-h tml-indu. hIm.

W Sec BA WeIsbrod. "NOl-for-Profit Organil.auons as Providen of Collective Goods" in UA Weisbrod (cd) Thc: Voluntar)'
N(pJprofif St'('for: An Economi" Analysis (Lexington Books, 1977),

'"0 P Frumkin. On &ing Nonprofit: A Con('t'pluol and I'olit')' Pr;m~r (Harvard University Press, 2002), at p 1)7 .

• 1 Set J Douglas. I)olitical Theories of Nonprofit Organization in WW PO\lo'Cl1 (cd). TIt~ Nonprofit Suwr: A Rtsf!arch
Handbook (Yale Univenity Press. 1989).

•1 Sec T Hayes, Managm't'nt. Control and Accountability jn Nonprofit/Yoluntar)' Orgon;:QIicn.t (Ashgate Publishing. 1996).
at pp 24-25.
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pro-abortion, policies for example. The state must orten speak with a single voice.
whereas the not-for-profit sector can reflect society's divergent views.

A further problem suffered by the state lies in its relative inability to experiment.
Governments must "adopt the convinced approach of acting on certainties rather than
the tentative approach of the expcrimentalist".4J The voluntary sector, by contrast, is
seen as morc free to innovate44 and to initiate action. 45 Finally. it is argued. state
provision tends to suffer from a greater burden of bureaucracy. The state must be
accountable for what it docs. It mllst be able to show that it is treating recipients of
its services fairly and cqually.46 These requirements necessitate that the state's provision
be more "formalised", leading in turn to some of the "red tape" for which the state
is routinely criticised,

Gm1ernance and the "Governme1ll Failure" Theory
What implications does the government failure theory have for the governance of
not-far-profits'! At first sight, the theory would seem to offer a "deregulatory" answer
to that question. If the comparative strength of the sector lies in its ability to innovate,
and its freedom from the red-tape and the "burdensome requirements" of fairness and
accountability that attend state provision, then onerous regulation might do much to
undermine these strengths,47 A lighter regulatory touch, that defers to the private
ordering of participants within not-for-profits, on the other hand, should help to
preserve those qualities, The governance regime ought, for example, to work with
organisations' own definitions of their objectives or "mission", rather than imposing
upon them some competing account of organisational objectives, or some "public
benefit" rcquiremcnt. 48 Similarly, a deregulatory approach would caution against
mandating the internal decision-making structures of not-for-proflts, If organisations
wish, say, to permit stakeholders a right to participate in the running of the
organisation, then they should be free, but certainly not compelled, to do so. Disclosure
and accounting obligations should likewise be as light touch as possible. And the courts
should be slow to second-guess the decisions of those running such organisations,
including in particular their decisions about the distribution of organisational resources
amongst potential beneficiaries,

To be sure, this deregulatory approach would still sanction the law playing a
facilitative role, providing a legal infrastructure that supports the creation and
administration of not-for·profits. "Legal vehicles" - such as specialised fonns of
company - can be established by the state. which those creating not-for-profits can
then easily and cheaply employ as the legal form for their organisation, The UK's
recent development of new legal fonns for "community interest companies",49 and

~J J Douglas, Thl' Nonprofil S.'clor: A Resl'urch Handbook, op cil. at p 48.
.... See also T Ha)'C's, Managrnk'nl, Control and Auowrtabi!ily in NOllprojitfVvluntary Orgon;:m;onJ. op cit, at pp 29-31.

f-layes notes, howevcr, that "in somC' instances, the: inno\'ative: content lof not.for.profits' outputs} may be: of dubious
value:, espa,ally in casn where: the: innovation is of the 'pseUdo' varlC'ly and is, In fact, meTely used as a funding dC'vice."

~J This tendency towards variation in the "inte:rnal structure:" of not·for·profits Sttms to gain some: C'mpirical support from
Leitcr's findmg of "surprisingly liulC''' "isomorphism" (meaning the tendency towards sameness) among nOI.for.profits in
Australia. See J Leiler. "Structural Isomorphism in Australian Nonprofit Organizations" (2005) 16 VoluntaJ 1-31.

.... See P Frumkin, all Being Nonprofit: If Conccptual and Polic}' Priml'r, op cit. at p 77, "ltJherc: is a fast'growing disjunction
betwC'('n public sector C'mphasis on accountability and uni\'ersahsm and lhe sometimes well-defined missions and
commllments of many nonprofit organizations" {footnote omilledJ.

~1 See eg M Bolton, The Impact of Rrgulution on VolWllory OrKanisotiofU (NeVO. 20041.

~I For a criticism of the: rules governing "community interest companies" for their insistence: upon "II communit)' bcndit"
as a precondJlion fOT being allowed to usc this legal form, see AJ Dunn and CA Riley, "Supporting the Not-for-Profit
Sector: The Government's Review of Charitable and Social Enterprise" lip cit, at pp 651-3.

• 9 See the Companies (AudIt, Investigations and Communit)' Enterprise) Act 2004, Part 2.
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"charitable incorporated organisations",so perform this task. Similarly. the state can
promulgate "default rules" which anticipate the private ordering that participants
within not-for-profits would themselves otherwise choose. thereby saving such partici
pants the transaction costs of adopting their own express rules. Nevertheless. a
deregulatory approach would urge that such rules remain defaults. capable of exclusion
by participants who favour alternative governance arrangements.

Yet there are counter-veiling reasons urging caution in travelling too far down this
deregulatory road. For one thing. demonstrating that a lack of bureaucratic regulation
has, historic~llIy, contributed towards the growth of the not-for-profit sector is a quite
different matter from showing. nom13tively. that such regulation would be unwelcome.
\Vhy should we not prefer a smaller. but more regulated. sector? The requirements of
fairness and accountability that characterise state provision can plausibly be viewed as
positive qualities to which the not-for-profit sector should aspire. rather than downsides
to be avoided by a suitably deregulatory regime. And whilst the mere label of public
goods does not justify treating not-for-profits that supply them as public bodies,51 we
might note again that much provision by the not-far-profit sector is as an agent of the
state. delivering goods paid for from the public purse. Moreover. insofar as the
not-for-profit is a charity, the subsidies such organisations receive through tax
concessions might justify imposing higher standards on such bodies.

Although. Ihen. the governmental failure theory might seem to prescribe a
deregulatory governance regime, that prescription is clearly debatable. Moreover, any
attempt to press this issue further is hindered by a fundamental limitation of lhe theory
in explaining the role of not-for-profits. The explanation the theory offers is essentially
Ilcg{l(i1·e. It shows why the state does not provide (or deliver) all the public goods or
services citizens demand. and thus reveals the vacuum in state provision or delivery
that not-for-profits might fill. However. what is clearly also required is a positive theory
of why not-for.profits arc able to fulfil (at least some of) this ullmet demand. Such a
theory must explain not merely why there is a demand for the non-slate provision (or
delivery) of public goods. but also why this demand is for specifically not-for-profit, as
opposed to jor-profit. supply (or delivery). As James and Rose-Ackerman have noted.
"[t]hc Weisbrod model explains why private provision of public goods may exist.
However. it does not explain why this private production is nonprofit. ..52

It is perhaps tempting to think that the answer lies in the lack of the beneficiaries'
resources: recipients of. say. famine relief can hardly afTord to purchase such relief from
a for-profit provider. Yet not-for-profits must still acquire all the inputs necessary to
make such provision. If they are able to secure volunteer labour. donations from
supporters. and the like. to cover these costs. the question remains why not-for-profits
arc better able than are for-profits to acquire such inputs. Similarly. it is not enough
to show that government in the UK (as elsewhere) is increasingly keen to use the
private sector to deliver stale-funded services; that begs the questions of when. and
why. it chooses to delegate such delivery to the not-for-profit. rather than to the
for-profit, sector?

Finally. the importance of showing when (and why) not-for-profits are preferred to
for-profits is particularly necessary given that much not-for-profit activity is in fact
concerned with the supply of essentially private goods. From large universities to small

~ S« the: Chanllc:$ Act 2006. Pan 2. Chapla 8.

JI ~ concept of "public gooch" is an cconomK one:. and 11 SCC"ms doubtful that that n~rily rc:quires those: ....-ho IUppl)'
such goods to be: undl"r "publIC body" 1Ik.~ Obligations.

,l E James and S Rosc·Ackc:nnan. TII(' Nonprofit &wrl'ri((' ur Murlm &o_un (Ibrv..ood Academic Pllbliwrs GmbH ..
1986) 28
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"charity-shops" and church lea-rooms, much of the sector is supplying goods that are
neither non-rival nor non-excludable. In many such areas, not-for-profits compete
alongside for-profit businesses, a position that is likely to increase with moves towards
greater "commercialism" by not-for-profits and the growing emphasis upon "social
cnlcrprise".53 What has now become the orthodox explanation for the boundary
between the for-profit and the not-for-profit sector is provided by the second theory we
shaH address. and to that we now turn.

ASYMMETRIC INFORMATION AND THE VALUE OF TRUST

This theory has its origins54 in research preceding that of Wcisbrod,55 but its full (and
most general) statement appeared first in the seminal work of Hansmann. at the
beginning of the 1980s.56 Hansmann's analysis, like Weisbrod's, starts with a problem
of market failure. However, his concern is not to show, negatively, why government
also fails. 57 Instead, he wants to show. more positively, why nOI-for·profits can offer a
solution to the specific instance of market failure that he identifies.58

That failure is one of "asymmetric information" - the situation where one party to
a deal knows less than the other. If a consumer cannot determine whether the product
shc is being offered is a good one or a "lemon",59 then there is a risk that her ignorance
will be exploited by a supplier that is intcnt upon maximising its profits. The same
analysis can be applied where a donor gives money to purchase a good or service for
another: shelter for the homeless, relief to overseas famine victims, and so on. Such a
donor often has no - or at least no practical - way of discovering whether her donation
is ever actually used in the way she expected.

The not-for-profit form, it is argued. provides a safeguard for donors and consumers
against the exploitation of their ignorance, This safeguard is achieved by the
non·distribution constraint (or "asset lock") to which not-for-profits are subject. Profits
must be retained within the organisation, This constraint reduces the incentive to
exploit consumers' or donors' ignorance. providing an important reassurance to them,
and making them readier to trust not-for-profits, It is this enhanced trust enjoyed by
not-for·profits in the face of significant informational asymmetry that can give them an
advantage over for-profits, and explains why (and when) not-for-profits flourish and
survive even when in competition with for-profits.

The literature has noted a number of situations in which the problem of
informational asymmetry is likely to be particularly severe. Contracting for the future

" Tht promotion of social tnttrprise within tht UK now falls within tht rtmil of the Ollice of tht l1urd Sector; ~
hllp:/lwww.cabinelOfficc.gov.uk/lhirtCSCClorISlXlal_tnltrprisc:, For iQme of the theorttil;:al i~ues raised by this movt
loward~ grt:lttr l;:ommtmalism. Stc BA Wti~brod (td) To Profit or Not tQ Profit· TIIr Cummrrcinl Tronsf"rmlll;on of tht'
Nonprofit SrclOr (Cambridgt University Press. (998).

,... For tht history behind Hansmann's work, and his contribution ro lhtorising nodor.profits. sec: PD UaJl.""A Hlstorian's
Ptrsp«tivc" (1999) 28 NVSQ 213.

~) Stc t'g KJ Arrow, "UncertainlY and lht Wdfart Economics of Mtdical Cart"" (1963) 53 Tht' Amt'rimn £run Rt'v 941-73.

Sf! Stc tsptcially 'ill Hansmann, "Tht Rolt of Nonprofit Enttrprisc" op cit.
S7 In uplaining tht gtntral tendtncy of economists to ignon'! {ht choiCC' bctwc:cn nonprofit and govtmmtntal rnttrprise,

Ilansmann has noted "tht fact lh;\t conttmporary t\:'onomic theory otrtrS a much mort cohertnt view of the role of
for.profit tnltrprise th3n it don of the rolt of governmental entuprise "," See HB Hansmann, "Economk Thtories of
Nonprofil Organization" in ww Powell (ed), The NOflpmfit S..Nor: A Re,fearrl! lIofldhook (Yalt Univtrsity Press, 1989),
OIt P 34.

~s This txplanatory framtwork is not hmited to business firms. but can be txlended 10 a much broader rangt of
organisations. So. in HB Hansmann. Tht O...·nfrship of ElllfrpriM (Harvard UniversilY, Press, 19%) Hansmann
gtnc'flIlises this theory to uplain II rangt of different types of firm as responses to difftrtnt forms of market failure.

~Q The ttrminology oomes from GA Aktrlof. "'The Markel for 'lemons': Quality Uncerlainly and the Market Mechanism"
(1970) 84 Qwu'lrrl), J of EcQnomics 488-500,
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supply of services, for example, will often be more problematic than buying
mass-produced goods,60 whilst informational asymmetry also increases as the complex
ity of the service increases. Someone purchasing, say, medical or dental treatment
largely relies on the provider to determine just what treatment is appropriate, and
judging whether the service contracted for was actually delivered is similarly difficult.
These problems are exacerbated where the consumer is buying something for a third
party (explaining the prevalence of "donative" not.for.profits).61 In such cases the
consumer may have no easily available infonnation about whether the contract was
actually fulfilled. Take again the example of a donor who wishes to contribute towards
the relief of poverty overseas. Even if she were able to specify exactly what is being
bought by her donation. 62 still the fact that the item is being provided for another
(geographically distant) person makes it difficult for her to ascertain whether this good
or service is in fact delivered. Even if the donor were able to ascertain whether the
organisation to which she donated has been making some provision, still it is unlikely
she can detennine whether her own contribution was actually spent in that way. or was
merely siphoned off into someone else's pocket.

Of course. asymmetrical infonnation is ubiquitous. This might be seen to challenge
the descriptive accuracy of Hansmann's account. for we might then wonder why there
remain so many Jor.proflts. However, not every instance of information asymmetry is
likely to lead consumers to choose to deal with a not-for-profi1. 6J If the parties are
"repeat players", then even for-profit organisations will balance the benefits gained by
exploiting their private information against the loss of future business from this
consumer. If for-profits care about their reputations. they have a (entirely self
interested) reason sometimes to act in trustworthy ways. Further, the law often does
much to protect consumers against opportunism. It might impose mandatory obliga
tions on bctter·informed parties. such as requirements to supply goods of reasonable
quality. to carry out work with reasonable care and skill. and so on. Even if the rules
are merely excludable defaults, attempts by better-informed parties to exclude them can
alert the consumer to the fact that she may be being sold a lemon.64 Licensing regimes
can be used to weed out some traders who are untrustworthy (and to provide a threat
to those that remain).65 And technological developments. such as the explosion in
information that the internet has facilitated, can reduce the costs to consumers of
becoming better informed.

Governance in the Face of Asymmetric Information
The theory clearly adds much to our understanding or the role of not-for-profits. The
problem of informational asymmetry is a weB-recognised phenomenon in both
economic and legal literature. and it is plausible to think that not-for-profits can help

hO A Bacchiega llnd C Horzaga, "ThC' Economics of thC' Third $(clor" in 11K AnhC'iC'r and A Ben·NC'r (C'ds) The Stlld)' oj
Nonprofl/ EtlIuprise: Theories (md Approaches, op cU, at p 29.

61 The term is ~lansmann·s. and refers to thllSl: not.for-profits that arc funded through donations. rather than b)' selling
their goods or servi~s to consumers.

62 This will ofkn Ix most unlikely. Transaction costs make it expensive for her to do so. and in any case: donors may
think that the recipient organisation. armed with fuller information about local needs. will better judge how her
donation can best be used. To be sure. many charitable organisations "scll" specified bendits which dono~ can buy
for the charity's beneficiaries (sec. for example. the "Oxfam Unwrapped" Cll.mpaign: hnp:llww....·.olfamun.....rapped.coml
WhereYourGiftsGO.llSpl). In fact, many of these: schemes allo ..... for the charity to USC' the donation to purchase the named
ilem or a relate:d one.

n Car repairs. ~ntral heating servicing and dental ....·ork arc thrl'C obvious examples of work Ihal is highly lechnical )'et
for which we: pn.:dominantly emplo)' for· profit businesses.

"'" For II brief discussion of some of Ihe issues raised by lhese: so--<:alled "penalt)' defaults". sec CA Riley. "Designing Default
Rules in Contract Law: Consent, Conventionalism. and Efliciency" (2000) 20 OJLS 367.

6' See. for example. the licensing regime under the Consumer Credit Act 1974 that requires those who provide consumer
credit to be li~nscd by the Office of Fair Trading.
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to alleviate its risks. There seems some correlation between those situations where
information asymmetry is likely most severe - especially where donors fund the
consumption of others - and those situations where not-for-profits flourish. Further
more, the theory provides a powerful counter-argument against (at least some of) the
deregulatory implications of the "government failure" theory discussed above. The task
is not merely to make not-for-profits look attractive compared to the state, but also
compared to for-profits. Given that. the case for regulation that will ensure the trust
of those dealing with not-for-profits becomes much more compelling.

It is strongly arguable. however, that Hansmann places too much emphasis upon the
non-distribution constraint as the governance mechanism which builds such trust, an
over-emphasis that is necessitated by the very way he constructs the enquiry he is
undertaking. For Hansmann, it is the non-distribution constraint that defines the
not-far-profit organisation.66 His enquiry is precisely why organisations. defined by
reference to that constraint. survive. Since he wants to explain the survival of firms with
a non-distribution constraint. he necessarily must take that constraint as being decisive
to their survival. As he writes. "I have stressed the nondistribution constraint as the
essential characteristic that permits nonprofit organizations to serve effectively as a
response to contract failure. ··61

Given that, however, it is surprising to find Hansmann rather equivocal about the
actual effectiveness of that legal constraint (at least in the United States). He observes
that enforcement lies in the hands of each state's attorney general, yet few resources are
committed to that task. 68 As a result "with such limited policing, it is not surprising
that the managers of many nonprofit organizations succeed. to a greater or lesser
extent, in evading the nondistribution constraint and in enriching themselves at the
expense of the organizations and their patrons. "6<J Not-for-profits can become, as it has
been put, "for-profits in disguisc". 7lJ

It might be counter-argued that things are rather differcnt in the UK. For charities.
the reasonably strong regulatory functions performed by the Charity Commission71 do
much morc to ensure a proper lock on assets. 72 Likewise, one of the reasons for the
government's introduction of a new legal vehicle - the Community Interest Company
("CIC") ~ for non-charitable not-for-profits was the need to provide an effective asset
lock for such enterprises, And the statutory scheme for such companies suggests that
that lock will indeed likely be more effective.7) There is, for example. a statutory
cap on distributions,74 supplemented by detailed regulations specifying permitted
distributions,75 and overseen by the "Regulator of Community Interest Companies",

However, this counter-argument is unconvincing. and for two reasons. First.
although a sizeable number of CICs have already been formed/6 it would be premature
to conclude that the CIC is largely replacing alternative vehicles for non-charitable

"" Sl..-c liB Hansm:mn. "The Role of Nonprofit Enterprisc" or fic al p 838.

67 l-lH Hansmann, "The Role of Nonprofit Enterprise" QP cit. 3t P 873.

t>j lie ad..no....kdgcs that the [ntemal Reycnuc ~rvict might takl: an interl:st in hrellches of the constraint. but nen there
suggests it has "not been particularly zealous"; ihid. at p 874.

If,> HB Hansmann. "The Rok of Nonprofit Enterprise" op rit. at p 874.

1(1 See rg R Steinberg and BH Gray, "The Rotl: of Nonprofit Enterprise" (1993) 22 NVSQ 297.

11 The Charity Commission deals .....ith charities in England and Wales, but II similar observation applies for thOSt' that arc
registered in thl: SCottish Charity Register. gi\'l:n the OYl:fsighl of the Onice of the Scottish Charity Rcgister.

H S« gl:nerally P Lu:uon, TIlt· Law of Chari/irs (O~ford University Press., 2001) ch 10,

n GiYl:n thl: Vl:ry recent introduction of this kgal form, IIny prediction of its lihly effectivClless must be specu[atiYI:.
7" Sec Companies (Audit. Invcstigations and Community EnterpriSC') Act 2000l, s JO.
n The Community (merest Company Regulations 200S. SI 200SlI788.

1~ The website of the Regulator or Community Imerest Companies lists a population of 179 CICs u at the 5 March 2001;
sec http://ww......cicregulalor.gov,ukJcoSe:J rchlcompanyUsl.shtm!.
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not-far-profits which lack this effective lock on assets. Many "ordinary" not-for-profit
guarantee companies77 (which lack an effective lock on assets78

) remain. We \\'ould
require more evidence that such companies are failing to attract the trust of their
donors or consumers before trumpeting the importance of the non-distribution
constraint to the success of not-far-profits. Second, the very fact that, in the US, a
flourishing not-far-profit sector exists notwithstanding the absence of a really effective
lock on assets must cast doubt on whether the presence of such a lock in the UK has
much impact on the success of the sector here.

This is not to suggest that an effective lock on the assets of not-far-profits is
normatively insignificant or undesirable) only that such a lock may be less important
than Hansmann suggests in explaining the survival of not-for-profits. Moreover, if that
is correct, then the governance regime for not-for-profits must look beyond a lock on
assets to a variety of additional measures necessary to secure effective trust by those
dealing with not-for-profits. To that point we return below. Before doing so, however,
we address a more fundamental challenge to Hansmann's analysis of not-for-profits,
namely that it fails to reflect the extent to which not-for-profits can be regarded as
"panicipatory communities", in which participation is an end in itself. or is a means
of discovering and expressing the values of participants.

NOT-FOR-PROFITS AS PARTICIPATORY COMMUNITIES

Both the theories considered above adopt an "instrumental" view of the role of
not-for-profits. They are explained as responding to instrumentally-rational calculations
by those who deal with, and thus sustain, such organisations. Those who want, say,
more public goods than the state is willing to provide, or who wish to donate to others
bUL appreciate their own comparative ignorance, calculate79 that sometimes they will
better fulfil their preferences by dealing with not-for-profits. Such reliance on
instrumental rationality to explain the behaviour of economic agents is hardly
surprising, for instrumental rationality is central to (mainstream) economic analysis. 80

It has the obvious advantage of "parsimony", for it allows simple yet elegant
explanations of economic phenomena to be produced. These do not need to account
for, say, some individuals' desire for more public goods than the "average citizen", or
their wish to spend their money improving the lives of others. Such preferences can
simply be taken as given and, moreover, as arising "exogenously" in the sense of
outside of the institutions (in this case, not-for-profits) that are being explained. Such
preferences cause, but are not caused by, those institutions.

Although instrumental rationality surely explains some behaviour by those involved
with not-for-profits, it also misses two significant, and inter-connected. aspects of such
behaviour. These are, fIrst, the value to many stakeholders of participating within the
organisation and, second, the expressh'e aspects of such participants' relationships. We
shall say more in a moment to justify this emphasis upon participation, but first we
need to clarify the sense in which participation is being employed here. The term is

" If. guarantee companies Ihat IH~ flot CICs. since tht lalltr can also be fOmltd as II species of guarantee comp;:my.

,. For such compani<os. th( lock on assels \Io'ill be- "sdf-impoS«!" (typically through 11 provision in the company's own
constitution). Enfol'{"'(ment of such a provision su!f(rs from a numbtr of kgal dittkulties. OnlY membtrs of tht company
(as opposed 10. say. a t'ustomer or donor) hayt Inew s{/Ifldi 10 enforce such constitutional provisions. whilst action5
brought against the company's dircclon for breaching lheir duties ($lI)' by acting for an improper purpose) would n('(d
to be aClions by lh~ company itself (or. exceptionally. as ocrivati\'e actions).

1'1 Or at least they IICl /I.f if [hey calculated.

IlJ Sec- S Hargreaves Heap, M Hollis, B Lyons. R Sugden lind A Wealc. Thf Thl'tl'J' o/Chui« (Blackwell Publishen. 1992)
ch I.
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being used to mean any close involvement in the life of the organisation. It would
include taking part in company decision-making (through whatever organ of the
company), but would extend beyond this to, say. a personal relationship between a
donor and a not-for-profit under which the former makes repeated gifts to the latter.8l

or course. participation defined in this way is not unique to not-for-profits. Employees
of for-profits clearly participate within such organisations. as do their investors and
sometimes their suppliers and consumers too. The claim here is only comparative. On
averag.e. participation is, it is being argued. morc significant to those who say. donate
to, or consume the output of. not-for-profits than it is for those who consume the
goods or services of for-profits. And the same for those who work for not-for·profits
compared to those who work for for-profits. And so on. Similarly, it is also clear that
the importance of participation will vary a good deal amongst thc diffcrent stake
holders of a not-for-profit (or indeed between different not-for·profits). Many a donor
may seck no close relationship with an organisation to which she gives money. Many
consumers may be perfectly happy to conduct their relationship with a not-far-profit
entirely at arms-length.

The value of participation to stakeholders can arise in a number of ways. First. there
are what might be termed "in process" benefits from a feeling of belonging within a
community, from being part of a team that is working collectively towards some goal,
the value of which matters deeply to the participant. Therapeutic self-help groups and
faith-based communities provide somewhat extreme examples of this phenomenon. but
more worldly examples abound. In an age when political democracy can seem
increasingly impersonal or impoverished. other communities arc sought for opportu
nities to debate one's visions and to formulate. defend and pursue concrete actions for
changc.82 To be sure. such participation may have an eye to the eventual destination
to which it is hoped to steer the organisiltion. but the journey itself may be just as
significant to participants.

The second source of benefits from participation takes us into the "exprcssive"
aspects of some stakeholders' relationships. This builds. in turn. on the notion of
"cxpressive rationality" to explain some economic behaviour. The idea is that some
action is not so much aimed at securing an objective that the agent already has (say
to secure some decent service for herself in the face of her ignorance. or to give help
to others). but rather is part of what Hargreaves Heap has called "the project of
making sense of the seW'.S) There are several different clements to this. Partly. it
suggests thal some of our economic decisions are about expressing the values we hold
dear. When we buy red noses. for example. or choose not to send our children to
private schools (a decision. in a sense. 1/01 to be a consumer). we arc also!14 making
public statements about the values we cherish. and thus the sort of people we are. The
not-for-profit sector can then be explained as enabling people to fulfil this expressive
need. As Frumkin has argued.

the [nor-for·profit] sector can be seen as valuable because it allows individuals to express
their values and commitment through work. volunteer activities. and donations. By
committing 10 broad causes that ..Ire close to the heart or by giving to an effort Ihat speaks

~I Thus. in Hplmnmg the not.for-profit. partidpation is deliberately not being tied to a taking p:lrt in gOlwnanc.... For our
later purpose of preS<"rihing the governam:e regime of a not· for-profit, however. sueh a linl.:age must be made.

f1 For an argument on the necessity of participation to the reinvigoration of l..;vil rodety. see K Thomson. From
Nl'ighborllOod III NallOlI: Tht' DC/IIocralit" Foundatrons of Ci~if Sockl)' (University '>ress of New England, 2001 I.

" Sre S Hargre:lves ~klp. M Hollis, 8 Lyons. R Sugden and A Weale. Thl' Thl'or)' of Choice. op cil. at p 22.

M This IS not to deny that part - and sometimes the dominant pafl - of our motive may be the desire to achieve the
objecti,'c that this cause pursues.
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directly to the needs of the community, nonprofil and voluntary action answers a powerful
expressive urge,tU

Of course, this "expressive need" can sometimes have sclf·interest at the helm. We
may wish to make a public statement about the kind of people we are - generous,
caring, charitable - in order, as Posner notes,86 to enjoy an enhanced status and the
better opinion of others,87 The point here concerns only the existence - and not
necessarily the virtue - of this expressive motive,

There are, moreover, two other elements to this idea of "making sense of the seW' that
go beyond just expressing one's currently held values. First, sometimes we simply arc not
sure what our values are. Some of our behaviour is exploratory: trying to work out what
we think is right and wrong, and not merely what will give us the best "payoffs" in
satisfying our existing preferences. Volunteering to work with asylum seekers, for
example, may be partly about trying to work out just where we really stand on the range
of issues that phenomenon raises. Secondly, sometimes we know the sort of person we
want to be, and yet we also know that we do not yet "think" like that: have not yet really
internalised the values we wish we held, Participation in organisations can be a means of
making ourselves think and be like the persons we wish we were,88 We join, say.
environmental pressure groups not just because we want to make the world a greener
place. nor just to tell the world how green we are. but sometimes also because we know
we are actually less green than we would like to be.89 This also undermines the idea,
noted above, that our preferenccs arisc ··cxogenously". Participation in not-for-profits
will sometimes be the C.luse. and not merely the consequence, of our preferences,

A fInal bcnefit of participation accrues primi.lrily to those stakeholders who will
consume the outputs of the not·for-profit. For thcm. participation also provides a
mechi.lnisll1 for cOllll1lunic.tting their preferences to the organisation, and being involved
in the design and the delivery of the goods or services they will consume, It can thus
empower them in a way that being a mere contractor in the market, or a passive
recipient of state welfare policies. may well fail to dO,9o

We have slressed then, lhese lwin aspects - of participation and expressive
rationality - of the relationships between stakeholders and not-for·profits, There are.
as we have seen. inter-connections between them, but each might operate alone. We
can sometimes express our values even whilst remaining as arms-length consumers,
There is, for example, currently a profusion of wrist-bands. ribbons and other
accessories which one can purchase and wear to express oncs support for a variety of
causes, Those who do so may be expressing their values, but they frequently participate
little in the organisation which sells thcm. And we may participate in organisations
sometimes for very instrumental reasons: say. as noted already. just to ensure the good
or service we receive is to our liking. But much expressive activity is pursued by
participation, and much participation is expressive in characler. 91

U P Frumkin, On 8F1"K Nonprofit: A Cmlcrf'IUlII lind Pollc)' Primrr, 01' cit, al r 23.
~I> EA Posner, ·'AltruIsm. Status, and Trust in thr Law of Gifls and Gratuitous Promises" (1997) lI';,fC/l".,'in L Rei' 567. ill

PI" 57Z-7,
~7 Su,~h "social" rSIC'Cm mighl, of coursc, have «onomic conscQuences. as where buslnc-sscs are fa\'ourcd bi."CaUSC of Ihc-ir

rrrutalion as COnlribulors to good cause-s,
81 The idea might be expressed in Frankfurt's tenninology of "second order desires": we ha\'e the c:,pacity (unless wr are

what Frankfur! lconns "wanlOns"j 10 reflC'Ct on our first orucor desires, and to sell"Cl the first order desires we wish we held;
1-1 Frankfurt, "Frecodom of lhco will and the concepl of a perron'· (1971) 68 J of J'hi/oJoph)' 5.

~q The l)Oint does nOl only apply to membership of nol.for-profits. liS Sl:'C'ms 10 be shown by the rush to join (for,profit)
gyms in the (apparenlly oftcon failed) hope thllt it will fosler a desire for excorclse.

qo Set S Elstub, ..To.....ards an Inclusive Social Policy in the UK: The Need for Ikmocractic Ikliberalion in Voluntary lind
Community Associalions" (2006) 17 Voluntas 17.

ql This need not. of course, he legal membership of the organiS:ltion,
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One consequence of this emphasis upon partiCipation and expressive rationality in
the context of not-for-profits is that such organisations no longer appear quite such a
residuary phenomenon, merely picking up the slack from market- or government
failure. We may support not-for-profits even when we think that a for-profit might,
say, deliver more of our donations in aid to the cause we support. We might wish to
express our commjtment to the values that organisation supports, and to disavow the
idea that any organisation should make a profit out of human suffering. Acknowl
edging the participatory and expressive roles of not-for-profits also suggests a different
emphasis in thinking about why we trust not-far-profits. Rather than seeing such trust
as a response to a constraint on distributions, trust may flow from one's own
participation, from one's identification with the values of the organisation, and one's
personal relationship with those who lead it.

Finally, note how the participatory nature of not-for-profits also offers a different
explanation for why they are sometimes chosen for the delivery of state-funded services,
in preference to delivery by the state itself, or by for-profits. "Informational asym
metry", for example, looks a poor explanation for why the state chooses not-far-profits,
rather than for-profits, for the delivery of state-funded services. The fact that an
organisation is precluded from distributing profits may provide some reassurance to the
state about the quality of service it is buying. However, given the power of the state as
a contracling party, together with the likely size of the contract and the fact that the
parties will be "repeat players", one suspects that informational asymmetries are much
less severe than where, say, an individual makes a one-off, small donation to a good
cause. Rather, the state may deliver goods or services through not-far-profits because it
genuinely wishes to support the values of the sector (and perhaps because politically it
softens the move towards the privatisation of state provision). Moreover, for some
commentators, a clear strength of the not-for-profit sector lies in the moral commitments
of its participants, commitments that can in turn energise volunteers, donors, and social
entrepreneurs and "add value" to the services they deliver.92 Such commitments can
perhaps be seen most clearly in the case of faith-based organisations, and also underpin
attacks on welfare state policies that may deliver services but also lead to depcndency.93
However, similar views also find support in (secular) communitarian thinking, which
praises not-for-profits for promoting a "self-help" approach to social problems, and for
giving a sense of empowerment and autonomy to both participants within not-for-profits
themselves, and to the broader society in which not-far-profits function.94

The Supply oj Not-jor-Profits
We have, so far, concentrated upon the importance of participation and expressive
rationality to those stakeholders who deal with an organisation once formed. However,
these concepts are relevant also in understanding the supply of not-for-profits in the
first place. It is obvious (yet still helpful) to observe that not-for-profits must be fomled
by those who desire their existence sufficiently to be troubled to create them. As
Ben-Ner and Hoomissen noted, not-for-profits should be regarded "at their inception,
as coalitions of individuals who associate to provide themselves and others with goods
or services that are not adequately supplied by either for-profit or government
organizations,"95 Whilst acknowledging the "mutual" nature of not·for-profit creation,

"1 Sec: P Frumkin. 0" /king Nonproji/: A Conuptual atUi Po/it'}' Primtr, op cit, ch 4.
"j Sec: DG Green. Rt'in'Hnling eM! Society (Institute of Economic Affairs, 19(3);
1M Sec t'X II Tam. Conrmlmitorianum (New York University Press, 19(8) especially ch 8.
"s A Ben· Ncr and T Van Hoomisscn, "Nonprofit Organizations in thc Mixed Economy" in A Ben-Ner and B Gui (cds)

Tht NMp,ojil StCW, in thr Mixt'll !£c()fIomy. op cit, II P 29. emphasis in original.
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however, it is also important to stress that the process will often be led by "social
entrepreneurs". Such social entrepreneurs may, for example, be future consumers who
take the initiative in encouraging others to organise themselves: a parent, for example,
who rallies other parents to join her in forming an after·school club, a nursery, or
whatever. Or they may be individuals or groups who recognise some unmet demand
from others and take the lead in creating an organisation to meet it.

The question of what characteristics make a social entrepreneur has received a good
deal of attention. Young, for example, has sought to identify different types of social
entrepreneur who may instigate the formation of not-for-profits, and then to relate
those types to the subsequent behaviou( of not-far-profits themselves_9(, However, their
motives for forming a not-far-profit 3rc likely to reflect those discussed already in
relation to other stakeholders. Sometimes the motive will be instrumental - better to
ensure the availability of the goods or services to be produced by the not-far-profit.
Other times the motive will include the possibility of future participation in the life of
the not-far-profit, and the wish to express, explore or internaIise the entrepreneur's
values.97

We might pause here to note a rather different emphasis in explaining the creation
of not-for-profits. Ben-Ner (and his co-authors) have argued that what motivates some
future participants to bother to create a not-for-profit (rather than merely. say, waiting
for someone else to do so), is the comrol they will subsequently enjoy by so doing: "[a]
nonprofit organization will be formed only if a group of interested stakeholders
(individuals or organizations) has the ability to exercise control over the organiza
tion".98 "Contra'" here seems to mean "effective" or "practical,,99 control: the power
of "determining a firm's objectives and inducing management and employees to pursue
these objectivcs".loo

There is clearly some connection between this emphasis on control. and the
importance attached in this article to "participation". For Ben-Ncr, the prospect of the
passive protection afforded by, say, the non-distribution constraint is insufficient to
explain the creation of not-for-profits. Rather, creators want control, and since that
control is to be "direct", participation within the organisation seems an essential part
of achieving that. However, there are good reasons for placing some distance between
the participatory element of not-far-profits, and the "control account" of not-for
profits advanced by Ben-Ncr. For one thing, in the control account, control itself is
seen in instrumental terms. Those forming, or sustaining, not-far-profits are motivated
by the control they will enjoy, and that control is desirable because it ensures the
organisation will act in ways desirable to them - to deliver the goods or services they
want, at the right price, or of the right quality. Participation is not seen as desirable
in its own right - as an end in itself. This ignores the fact that stakeholders may
participate in not-far-profits not to achieve control, but because they find it rewarding
to have an area of life in which they have the chance to speak, and in which they can
share and defend ideas for change. Likewise, participation as an exercise in expressing,
discovering or internalising the values that stakeholders hold dear is similarly left out

% See D Young. En/rrprfnt1lrship and Illf brhal'ior of nonprofit Ofxafli:ation: E/rnll'flu ofa lnfor>, (Yale University PONPO
Working Paper No 4. 1980)

"7 See also S Rosc-Ackennan. "Altruism. Ideological Entrepreneurs and the Non-profit Finn" (1997) 8 Va/un/as 110.
•" A Ben-NeT and T Van l-Ioomis$t:n. "Nonprofit Orgll.nizlltions in the Mixed Economy" in A Ben-ner and B Gui (eds)

Tilt- Nonprofit &Clor in t~ MiXf'd Economy.op ri/. at p 52,

yy The diff('~na: bet .....ttn "dl! facto" and "ck jurf" control has found judidal l"C'Cognition in the jurisprudence on the
derivative aclion in English company law: see Prudrn/wl AssuranCf' Co Ltd ~ Nfwman hulus/rirs Ltd 119801 2 All ER
841.

100 A lien-Nero "Who Ikndits from the Nonprofil S«IOr1" (1994) 104 )'alt U 731. at p 754.
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of this instrumental view of control. Second. the emphasis placed upon control suggests
a benign view of the power relations within not-for-profits. There arc. it will be argued
below. real problems in converting participation into control. and whilst steps to secure
greater control by participants is one strategy the governance regime might adopt. it
would not be wise to pl'ICC too many eggs in that particular basket.

THE GOVER ANCE OF NOT-FOR·PROFITS AS PARTICIPATORY
COMMUNITIES

If not-for-profits are indeed 10 be understood as participatory communities. then what
governance implications follow? To repeat the caveat in the introduction to this article.
the aim here is to suggest in outline some of these implications. but not to olTer a full
and detailed governance prescription for not-for-profits. Note ;'llso that the account of
not-for-profits as "participatory communities" has developed incrementally. In par
ticular. it has sought to build upon. rather than in any sense replace. the two Icading.
prior theories of not-for-profits: those bascd upon government failure. and upon
informational asymmetries. Those prior theories continue to ofi'er important implica
tions for the governance regime for not-for-profits. Take first the government failure
theory. As notcd above. that account of not-for-profits is essentially negative. showing
why the state does not provide (or deliver) all the public goods or services citizens
demand. Nevcrtheless. it provides a necessary and important reminder that the
governance regime must facilitate the sector to step in where the state cannot or does
not work. Moreovcr. it must also take some care not to overburden the sector with
regulation that will negate the very reasons why the sector is sometimes. quite
appropriately, preferred to the state. However, as we notcd earlier these arc not "knock
down" arguments in favour of a wholly deregulatory approach. and counter-veiling
concerns about the importance of fairness and accountability. as well as the
responsibilities that follow from the receipt of public funds. ColO justify necessary
regulation. This may not. of course. always require legal regulation. Codes of practice
may sometimes offer a better compromise between the need to raise standards and the
need to avoid overburdening organisations with expensive and infiexible regulation. tOI

Building Trusl am/ Fiduciary ObliglJliolls
Similarly. the asymmetrical information account of governance rightly emphasises the
importance of trust to the survival of not-for·profits. and therefore the importance of
a set of regulatory mechanisms designed to ensure trustworthy behaviour by those who
control such organisations. These must include a "Iock" on organisational assets. \Ve
noted above. however. concerns about the effectiveness of this constraint. Moreover.
there are at least two other good reasons why such a lock is likely to make a modest
contribution to the governance of not-far-profits. First, it is essentially negative. It SilyS
something of what a not-far-profit may 1101 do with its resources but docs not tell us.
positively, what it IIIl1sl do. to:! Yet those dealing with a not-for-profit are surely
concerned to ensure that its mission is etfectively pursued, not merely that money is II0f

spent in undesired ways. Most donors to Oxfam. for example. surely want to know
Oxfam spends their money in "overcoming poverty and suffering", rather than merely

l(tl Sec for nample the ICSNNCvO draft CO<k 0/ Govt'rnall,I' op ,II n 8; Home Offitt. ComfHU' 011 RPlQliofU /kfktt'1l
(101"t'rllnwflJ and lilt' Vollllllar)' and COmttlllniJ)' &('/or III u.gkmd (Ilome OffICe 19981.

10: A Ben·Ner and B GUI. "The Theory of Nonprofit Orpmullons ReYlslled" In 11K Anhaer and A lkn·Nrr (eds). 1711'
Sll<llv of NOflPll{lf CnlrrprU4' 71r,.orits WId ApprlXld".s.op ('If. II P 7.
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that it refrains from inappropriately distributing their donations. Second. as many have
noted. not-for-profits do suffer from disadvantages of their own compared to
for-profits. The absence of the profit motive can dull the incentives on their managers
to run the organisation efficiently. They also have, it is argued, a tendency to
over-longevity; they are "cushioned" against downturns in demand for their goods or
services. and therefore slower to terminate uneconomic operations,IO) Those arc
problems the non-distribution constraint hardly addresses.

13eyond the lock on assets. trustworthiness by those running not-far-profits Ct'ln also
be addressed through the imposition of legal duties upon their directors, In addition to
a legal duty 10 act with a necessary level of competence (or "care and skill"). fiduciary
duties can also demand loyalty to the interests of the organisation through the
imposition of obligations to account for secret profits. to exercise powers for proper
purposes. to avoid connicts of interest and to promote the success of the organ is
ation. I04 All this is quite familiar from the regulation of for-profit companies. In the
context of not-far-profits. however. the formulation or application of these duties must
respond to two sources of complexity. First. suppose that we assumed that not-for
profits had only an instrumental role. satisfying the demands of their beneficiaries (and.
through the latter, of the organisation's donors). Nevertheless. directors would still
need to choose between different policies that would treat. say. currenl beneficiaries
differently jmer se (to subsidise some outputs at the expense of others). or that would
lreat, say. current and future beneficiaries differently (to provide more for less cost
now. or to reduce expenditure now in order to provide more or better services later).
The fiduciary duty upon directors to act in the best interests of the organisation must
extend to an obligation to show that beneficiaries have been treated fairly imer-se.

The second source of complexity arises because of the tcnsion between the
instrumental and the expressive roles of not-for-profits. Frumkin has made the point
that the trcnd towards demanding greater "professionalism" of those running
not-for-profits poses a threat to the eclecticism of the seclor. and the privatc values and
commitmcnts of its participants. lOS Thc rise of "professionalism" can itself be seen as.
in part at least. a product of Ihe increased emphasis upon accountability. upon high
standards of corporate governance. and upon the rational pursuit of organisational
(instrumental) goals. The point here is that the board must strike a fine balance
bClween pursuing such professionalism. yet taking care not to lose the eclecticism and
expressive aSpL'Cls of not-for-profits. I06 And the review of directors' behaviour for
allcged breaches of duty must be sensitive to this balancing exercise (in a way that is
unnecessary for for_profits).I07

10) Ita Hansmann. "EconomIC' TheonC'l ofOrganizilllon" In WVl "0""1.'11 (ed), TIl(' Nmrpwfil SPrtor A Rrsrarrh lIallllJx>ok
(Yak Unl\·trslly, "re)s. 1989). al p 38.

Ill-< A good de;!l of lhe lileralure in the USA has addressed lhe qU~llon .... helher the duties on nOl-for-profit dlrlXlors should
be the same as. or mort. or kss. dtmandlng than Ihe corresponding dUll~ on dlrn::tors of for-profit comp..1niC'S: SI."I: for
example HJ (joldM:hmid, "11\(0 FidUCiary Duties of Nonprofil OIm..-tOI"$ and OffKTrs: Par-oldo,;". l"roblems and Proposed
Reforms" (1997 8) :U ) oj Corp U1~' 631; JJ Fishman. "Slandards of Conduct for Dlrl:'Ctors of Nonprofit Corporoltlons"
(1987) 7 l'arC'L Rfl' 389.

10< I' Frumkin. Or! 8C'mg Notrprojll A Co"rt>ptual and Polin I'flTIIC'r. op ru. at pp 100-4

IIlI> Slnl'e it is lhe dut)' of cart' and s\'111 to ",hich dmxtors are suhj«t that speak, mOSl dlrectl~ to thiS I»ue. thtrt' ma} be:
some cause for concern thaI thai dut} has la\,eo an mcrciI!>mgly objC'Ctl\t turn See for eump1c Normntr I' n.roJorr
Gc,JOO,d (afirm) 119921 DCle 1028. Rt' D')tm of 1...o"dOfr Uti: Copp I' D')all[lmjl Dele 561. lnl!> obJtttl\e ~landard

has now bn'n cOl:hficd m Cumpames Act 2006. s 174 For arguments agamst such a mo\t (albell in lhl: conlut of
ror-profil compam~) 5C'C CA Riley. "The Dlm:tOr'S Duty of Care and Skill Tht CaS(' For an Onerous But Subjtttl\e
Standard" (1999) MLR 697.

10J This IS so not",ithstanding lht mO\'t to.....ards s.o<atled "C'nhghtCTIoo shareholder \,..Iut" in tht statuto/}' definition of IhC'
dlr«lor's duty to promote tht SUCttSs of lhe comp;,")' m tht Companies ACI 2006. s 171. It §C'(m~ cleo" that dun:tors
arC' to ha\'e I'egan.! onl)' inslrumtntal1}' 10 lht vanous interests and "Slakeholdeni' sct OUI in ss 172! I}laHel. insofar a~

domg $(I will ....ork "for tht benefit of lhe mtmben; as a whole".
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Such sensitivity must also be practised by whatever "external" regulalOry agency is
charged with the oversight of not-for-profits. The need for such an agency follows in
part from the inevitable limitations in both the non-distribution constraint itself, and
other mechanisms such as the imposition of fiduciary duties. Further, failures within
any particular not-for-profit impact not only upon the beneficiaries of that particular
organisation. Rather, they can undermine the not-for-profit "brand".108 justifying
action to maintain confidence in the sector as a whole. Finally, the need for an external
regulator also reflects the fact that for at least some not-for-profits (those that arc
charities) the public subsidises their activities through tax concessions, and has a
legitimate interest in ensuring some public benefit in return. However. as important as
such a regulatory function may be. still its review of directorial conduct must take
account of the different roles that not-for·profits play, and which directors can
legitimately balance.

Stakeholder Demorral'v
We noted before how participation can take a variety of forms, and might. but need
not. involve taking part in internal decision-making. Here, however, we move to
consider that issue. being perhaps the one where the participatory nature of
not-for-profits has the greatest significance. Of course. democratic participation itself
remains a fairly broad concept. the conditions for which might be expressed in more
or less demanding ways,l09 and to achieve which a variety of institutional arrangements
are feasible.

One such arrangement is through the (legal) status of membership of the organis·
at ion. The very category of member is admittedly a diflicult one, In for-profits. its
equivalent - the shareholder - corresponds to a clear economic relationship. In
not-for-profits, however. this is not the case. Rather, membership is an additional status
that can be made available to other stakeholder relationships. such as donor. consumer.
beneficiary, employee. supplier and so on. The rights and duties attaching to the
category of member can, then, be fashioned by law to facilitate membership and
achieve a role that supports the proper function of not-for-profits and, more
specifically. that provides a vehicle through which those stakeholders who wish to
participate within the organisation are able to do so,

If participation is to be effective, however. the governance regime must strive to
make member-democracy a rather less hollow slogan than is too often the case in
for·profit companies. The regime must make membership easy to acquire (and give
Up).IIO Member participation requires rights to attend, and to vote. at member
meetings, but surely much else besides. Full information is a pre-requisite for
meaningful engagement with the organisation. Although an important part of this
disclosure must relate to the financial health of the not-for-profit. it is clear that it
cannot cover only that. Disclosure must rencct both the instrumental and expressive
roles or, as it is sometimes said, these multiple "bottom lines", III Of course. this sort
of "narrative" business reponing raises difficult issues, as the UK government's recent

108 Or perhaps. benCT. a number of different "sub--brands", such as charities. social enterprises, and so on.

I".. See for example, the essays in J Elster (edl. Ddihcml;vf Dcmocracy (Cambridge University Press. 1998).

110 This has. of course. long b«'n one of the principal advantages of the guarantee company ronn. through the content of
their pro·forma constitution ("Table C").

III See t'g R Kaplan and 0 Norton, TIw Balanced Sro,..ca,d (Harvard Business School Press. 1996); PR Ni'·en. Balancrd
Sforj'card: Strp by Step for Gol't'rnml'nl and Nonprofil Agt'nciu (John Wiley and Sons. 2003).
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efforts to achieve this in relation to listed companies make painfully c1ear. 112 But, once
again, it is a difficulty that cannot be avoided, given the different roles that
not.for-profits perform. II]

Participation might also be facilitated, especially in larger organisations, by
supplementing rights of attendance at formal meetings with rights to participate
electronically, and by engagement outside of formal meetings. It is worth noting here,
for example. that the UK government has shown some interest in adapting company
law to the technical developments that the internet is making possible, and some
modest steps have been taken to facilitate such developments. 114 Regional or
"devolved" democracy may also be more important: not only might regional meetings
make participation easier. but members' identification with the organisation might be
with its local. rather than national, operations.

Participation through membership does not, of course, exhaust the possibilities of
direct involvement in not-for-profits. It may be that membership is reserved for a
relatively limited number of stakeholders. such as those who founded the organisation,
its major donors, and so on. Or perhaps even where membership is open to all, there
will be good reason why not all potential participants will choose to acquire that
formal status. Organisations must. then, consider mechanisms enabling other non
member stakeholders to participate too, mechanisms that are proportionate to the
interests in participation of these different stakeholders. There is. to be sure, an element
of the prudential here. Good organisations will appreciate the advantages they might
derive by facilitating the widest participation by their stakeholders. But the governance
regime ean do much - even if not by legal compulsion - to steer organisations down
this road.

Participation Versus Comrol
Although participation by members (or indeed by other stakeholders) is likely to do
something. instrumentally. to police not·for.profits. and to ensure that they hold fast
to their own missions, still it is important to emphasise that "participation" is not the
same as. and does not guarantee. '·control". Those who create a not-for-profit 
including its "social entrepreneurs" - are likely to secure for themselves the initial
control of the organisation. Thereafter, control may be spread somewhat more widely
through {he organisation as participation increases. but there arc limits to this process.
The exercise of full and effeclive control by all stakeholders would require a level of
commitment greater than many stakeholders might wish to expend. especially givell the
non-instrumental motive behind much participation. Further. those managing organi
sations enjoy considerable power to manipulate the release or information so as to
buttress their own position, however carefully disclosure regimes are prescribed. There
is the also the problem of expertise - or the lack of it. Control requires not only the
acquisition and processing of information, but also the ability to understand what that
information reveals. I 15 Moreover, unless control is to be entirely "negative" 
preserving the status quo by blocking management's proposals - stakeholders also need

112 ~ the shorl·li\·~ requirement on lined companies to publish an "Opc'Taling and Financial Review": The Companies
Act 1985 (Operating and FinanclIll Re\'ie\Oo' and DlftelOU" Report etc) Regulations 2005. SI 20051101 and 1'11("
Companies Act 1985 (Operating lind Flllllncial ReVIew) (Repeal) Regulations 2005. Sl 200513442. The r~Uif("m("nl of
a business review has now b«:n rC'imroduced as Companies Act 2006. s 417.

II} For II discussion of some of tht problems in pro\'iding fair and reliable measurcs of not.for-profit performance. see A
Dunn and CA Riley. "Supporting the Not-for·Profil Sector: The Govemmtnt's Revitw of Charitable and Social
Enterprise" op cit, at pp 6H-9.

114 Sec: rg the Ekctronic Communications Act 2000 and tht pro\·isions in the Companies Act 2006. Part 13.

IU JC Coffee. "Shareholders Versus Managers: the Strain III the Corporate Wtb" (1986) 85 Michigan. RC'~ I. umains an
excellenl discussion of these issues (albeit in the cOllleu or for.profit com panics).
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to on-er proposals of their own. Yel many stakeholders will lack sufficient business
experience to judge managements' past record, or to suggest ways of improving its
future perfomlance.

These various difficulties arc similar to those which face dispersed shareholders of
widely-owned companies. 116 Indeed, that comparison is revealing. The largest oot-for
profits have memberships funning into hundreds of thousands and more. The Royal
Society for the Protection of Birds, for example, boasts a membership of over onc
million, whilst the National Trust has approximately 3-4 million members. 117 Even in
smaller not-for-profits, the number of their stakeholders will likely be much larger than
the number of shareholders in a business fiml with a similar sized turnover. Once we
equate stakeholders with shareholders, we see that many not-for-profits are rather close
to the "Berle and Means.. 118 corporation, with a large dispersed membership and beset
by the separation of ownership and control.

If the above arguments are plausible, they suggest that not-for-profits are likely to
be controlled, at worst, by their managers and, at best, by a relatively limited
proportion of their stakeholders. And there is the risk then that such control will be
abused, used to further the interests of those in control rather than the mission of the
organisation itself. Against this conclusion. Ben-Ner and Hoomissen have sought to
downplay the likely conflicts of interest between controllers and non-controllers. 119 In
particular. they argue that where the organisation must supply the same good, of the
same quality, to both controlling and non-controlling consumers, then those consumers
who happen to be in control will have little incentive to skimp on quality. By doing
so, they would also reduce the quality of the service provided to themselves. The
example Ben-Ncr and Van Hoomissen suggest is a child-care organisation controlled by
some of the parents of its enrolled children. If the organisation must supply the same
quality of care to all children, then a non-controlling parent can be reasonably
confident that controlling parents will be keen to maintain high standards.

However, there arc several problems with this argument. First, it probably has less
application to incompetence than to deliberately self-serving behaviour by those in
control. A controlling-parent who is doing her incompetent best. and hurting her own
child's quality of care, will likely find it more difficult to raise the standard of her
behaviour (than to stop deliberately reducing the quality of care). Moreover. even
where controllers and non-controllers alike must consume the same output, still
controllers can use other means to favour themselves. They can tailor the (uniform)
output so that it is more in tune with their own preferences, rather than those of
non-controllers. They can usc side payments to subsidise their own consumption. or
they can inflate the expenses or remuneration they receive for participating at members
meetings, and so on. 120 Finally, the "uniform output" argument also applies poorly to
the situation where patrons donate money for the provision of goods or services to
others. In those cases, there is not the sense of all patrons ~ controlling and
non-controlling alike - sitting in the same boat to consume the same output.

11~ ~"C for e"ample II Shorl and K Keascy. "lnstilUtional Shareholders and Corporate Governance in Ihc UK" in K
Keascy. S Thompson and M Wright (cds) CorporfJll' G,)I'I'Tlwncl': Ecvnomic. /l!u/ulgrment and FinunciallJJurJ (Oxford
University Press.• 1997).

111 xe http://w.....w.natlonahrusLorg.u ../mainJw-trustlw-thr:charity.htrn.

lIB AA Berlc and GC Means. Tilt /ItQt/ern CorporfJ/iun fJlld Prj~fJ/c ProfJl'rly (Harcourt Brace. 1932)

II~ A Ikn-Ner and T Van Hoomissen. "Nonprofit OrgllniUltions in the Mixed Economy" tip !"i/ n 95 at p 35. They
ackno..... ledge thaI their argument draws on the work. of MOlson, Th" Logic vI ColIl'cl/\·" AClion (HuT\'ard Univtrsily
Press. 1971).

llU This is not to say that controllers cannot charge differential prices if that furthers Ihe organisalion's objcctives. The point
is only thaI controllers might aCI abusively in so doing.
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Given that, it remains necessary to impose constraints upon the exercise of control
by members, including in particular the imposition of fiduciary obligations upon them.
They ought to be required to exercise their voles in the best interests of the
organisation. rather than in their own sectional interests. So doing would represent a
departure from the position that UK company law has historically taken in respect of
for-profit organisations. Aside from some exceptional cases,121 members of for-profit
companies arc entitled to vote in their own self-interest. 122 Finally on this point. it is
worth emphasising how widely this requirement would penetrate inside corporate
governance structures. Besides obvious examples. such as the right to hire and fire
directors. or to change the company's constitution, it would apply '1lso in relation to
those areas where approval of managerial action is required. 123 to derivative actions.
and even to proceedings under the unfair prejudice regime of sections 994-995 of the
Companies Aet 2006.

Board Structure
Given the gap between participation and control, attention must also be given to the
composition of the board. \Vithin the UK. most recent attention to board composition
has followed from the work of the Combined Code on Corporate Governance,124 with
its emphasis upon non-executive directors. Here. the guiding aim has been to secure a
sufficiently strong presence125 of non-executives who arc independent of the company's
management. Independence is defined essentially negatively. with a number of
relationships with management being specified as precluding independence. 126 The
assumption is that in the absence of such relationships. the non-executive is likely to
be an adequate representative of the interests of shareholders. It is questionable
whether this same approach can be appropriate for not-for·profits. Although a good
deal of governance attention on not-for-profits has focussed on the independence of
boards, it is (uguable that the board must be not only independent of management, but
also more closely representative of the variety of interests that nOI-for-profits
accommodate. Rather than merely expecting a disinterested board paternalistically to
decide what is in the best interests of different beneficiaries. the board can itself become
a more dcmocra tic organ.

CONCLUSIONS

Not-far-profits are dift1cult organisations to pin down. Their very name adds to the
temptation to define them by what they are not. rather than by what they arc. Yet we
must understand the positive role they play if we arc to develop a proper account of
the purpose of their governance regime. To be sure, they take up some of the "slack"

121 Perhaps the most ramihar 15 a shareholder resolution to alter a company·s anicles or anociation....·hich must be' passed
··bona rKk ror the benefit or the company as a ...·hole··: Alit" .. Gold Ruls of Wt'SI Alflca 119001 1 Ch 656. Sec: also
Clt'mt'1tS , Clmlt'1U (197612 All ER 268 ror a rare: case In ... hlch thiS pnnClple was applied outside: or the contUI or an
alteration or the: artidei.

I:: Sec: tf North· Wtsr TrotUplJrlot/llll Co LId. &otty (IS87) lR 12 App Cas 589 nils pnnciple can also be $CIt'n to undC:rpIn
those cases in ...·hich sharehoklc:rs· voting agrttmc:nts ha\'C: been up~ld: sec: tg RJaJtll. No"lu!rn Bank t>t.'t/Opn1f'nl Corp
Ltd /19921 1 WlR 58l!. 1199211 DelC 1016: CA Riley. "vetocs and Voting Agrttmc:015: Some Pr-obkms or Consenl
and Kno....ledge.. (1993) ~ "'ILQ 34.

m Sec Companies AC1 1985. Part X.
124 Op elf.

m The Combined Code: no.... recommends. ror listed Companies. that onc: hair or the board (ucludmg thc: Chair) be:
independent non·uttUtwes: $CIt' provision A.J.2. Smaller (sub-FTSE 350) COffipllOles art' recommended to have at leasl
1....0 independent non~C!Cutlves.

126 PrOViSion A.3.1.
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where government is (increasingly) reluctant to provide or deliver. And they help to
engender the trust of those who deal with them in virtue of the lock imposed upon their
assets. But as important as those aspects arc, not·for-profits are still more than that.
They arc participatory communities. Some participation is instrumental - aiming for
control of the organisation the better to ensure that the demands of those dealing with
them for the goods or services they produce are effectively delivered. And some
participation is "expressive" - allowing the participant to discover, or to proclaim. who
she is, or who she would like to become. The challenge that the governance of
not-for-profits must meet is to accommodate these multiple organisational roles.

,


